Abstract
could be significant in establishing a more reasonable Earth rotation model and may effectively 23 contribute to the prediction of the PM and its mechanism interpretation. having double or multiple frequencies (e.g., Chao, 1983; Pan, 2012) , and some have considered its (possibly Earth's inner core wobble). In addition, this wobble (or referred to as an 18-month wobble) 53 was found in the analysis of the atmospheric angular momentum data by Wahr (1983) and Chen et al.
54
(2010). Furthermore, a signal with a period about 1.5 year could be also found from the variation of 55 length of day (LOD) by using the wavelet analysis as suggested by Chao et al. (2014) . To check our 56 results (this paper), King (2015) used a Kalman Filter-Smoother to analyse the PM series in the time 57 domain, and his results show that the amplitude and especially the phase of the 531dW are time vary
58
(www.nonlin-processes-geophys-discuss.net/2/C163/2015/) ; while relevant earlier results using a 59 Kalman Filter to the PM series can be found in King and Watson (2014) . Besides these, in our 60 knowledge, this component was poorly studied. Inasmuch as the detection of this component could 61 be significant in establishing a more reasonable Earth rotation model and may effectively contribute 62 to the prediction of the PM, the main purpose of this study is to detect the ~530-day-period wobble 63 (simply 531dW hereafter for convenience, the reason of which could be found in section 3) 64 component and provide a possible explanation why in general cases it could not be detected from 65 observation series (e.g. EOP C04 series) based on the Fourier anaylsis. 3. Generally, h 1 (t) is not an IMF, hence, treat h 1 (t) as the data given just as x(t), and repeat the 93 sifting procedure (step 1 and 2) k times until h k (t) is an IMF, namely, h 1k (t)= h 1(k-1) (t) − m 1k (t). Let c 1 (t)= h 1k (t), which is designated as the first IMF. 4. Then, setting r 1 (t)=x(t) −c 1 (t), and repeating the steps 1-3 for r 1 (t), one can get the second IMF, 96 c 2 (t).
97
5. Repeat the above steps, and then the j-th target IMF, c j (t), can be obtained.
98
The above process is the EMD. In these steps, two different iterative loops exist. The first loop is 99 employed to obtain h k (t), in which an IMF must have a specific definition to stop circulating steps 1 100 and 2. In the second loop, the repeat times j must be a finite number, in which a criterion must be 101 determined to stop the entire sifting process. For the first loop, Huang et al. (1998) EEMD has these two advantages, we use it to detect the 531dW in the PM.
128
A frequency modulation signal can be expressed as follows (Cater, 1981 and , 
173
The last one, IMF11, a linear term, is here ignored.
175
Based on the conventional Fourier anaylsis approach, the results as shown in Fig. 3 clearly 176 indicate that only the target peak in the spectra of the 1962-1977 series (see Fig. 3b ) is over their 177 corresponding background noise level (see Fig. 3d ; note that a 0.57 cpy peak in Fig. 3f is also over 178 the noise level, but it is not the interesting signal of this study), which is consistent with previous 179 studies (Carter, 1981 and Morgan et al., 1982) . Without using EEMD, our estimates for the 180 target 531dW, CW, and AW (the annual wobble) are tabulated in 
After apppling EEMD to the three sub-series, only IMF5 and IMF6 contain the 531dW signal,
205
the corresponding spectra being shown in Fig. 4 (for x-component) and interesting signals may also present in the adjacent IMFs, but they must be very weak (see Fig. 1 ) so 210 that they can be neglected. Hence, in the present case, we will only concern the IMF5 and IMF6. 
Synthetic tests for the frequency modulation and demolulation

243
By carefully examining Table 1 we can find that the amplitudes of the 531dW in IMF6 perhaps The expression of the frequency modulation signal can be found in Eqution (2) in the Section 2.
251
From is a constant, we try to find an M that can produce sufficient modulation for all the three sub-series.
272
We find that M=0.5 is a good choice. and AW (see Table 4 ) are set to make the results for CW and AW after tuning the frequency series (1978-1994 and 1995-2013 ; see Table 1 and Figs. 8b-f) . The third signal is the 531dW which 319 is listed in Table 3 . As for the synthetic series II (IV/VI), its parameters are the same as the synthetic 1962-1977 series without using EEMD (11.3 mas, see Fig. 3 and Table 1 ). whereas the phases for the 531dW in IMF5 and IMF6 are opposite with each other (Fig.8b2) . have a similar nature to the results as shown in Fig.s 8(a-b) . Namely, the input 531dW signal is in 332 fact demodulated into IMF5, whereas the 531dW signal caused by the frequency modulation of CW 333 is demodulated into IMF6.
334
The frequency modulation mechanism of CW is an open question. If we accept the modulation 335 mechanism of CW addressed above, the results obtained from the PM series after using EEMD can 336 be appropriately explained. However, the excitation sources of the 531dW in IMF5 still cannot be 337 confirmed. We do not intend to answer this question in this study, but we will try to confirm the 338 531dW in the independent gravity records in the following section to further confirm its presence. IMF6 of the synthetic series II after using EEMD (b1-b3). The spectra of the synthetic series III (c)
344
and IV (d); and the spectra of the IMF5 and IMF6 of the synthetic series IV after using EEMD
345
(d1-d3). The spectra of the synthetic series V (e) and VI (f); and the spectra of the IMF5 and IMF6 of 346 the synthetic series VI after using EEMD (f1-f3). and the pole tides, the spectra of the residual gravity records are shown in Fig. 9 (see the black 357 curves). Two peaks around 531 dW can be found in Figs. 9a (for station mb) and 9b (for station mc).
358
We have confirmed that the local atmospheric effect and the pole tides have no contributions to the Table 2 ), while the corresponding noise levels of the three can be appropriately explained. Furthermore, using synthetic tests we confirmed the demodulation 403 feature of EEMD which can help us find the 531dW signal in PM series, but this paper does not 404 attempt to explain the possible exctiation sources of the 531dW. Given that the 531dW signal can be 405 directly found in the SG records without using EEMD, it should be considered in the study of the 406 long period effects in some relevant geophycial datasets.
407
Though various previous studies have confirmed that the incomplete orthogonality of EEMD
408
hardly affects the analysis of many geophysical processes, it might still affect our PM time series
